
Relational, hierarchical, network and object-oriented
databases have all played their part in data processing
and analysis. More recently, a new breed of spatial and
temporal indexing is being exploited to keep pace with
our everything-connected world. GeoConnexion spoke to
GeoSpock CEO, Richard Baker, to find out more

problem, i.e., where each vehicle needs
to understand its contextual and spatial
relationship to the city and to every other
vehicle. As such, we’reworkingwithOEM
automanufacturers in theUK, US and
Japan to tackle challenges of this nature.

Geo:Can you say something about pricing?

RB: In terms of smart cities – and there are
now 18 such projects running in theUK –we’ve
priced our offering at £60,000 a year for a
typical one terabyte starter package. Available
via theGovernment’s G-Cloud procurement
gateway, this includes all of our analytics,
programmatic and datamanagement
services and is designed to help customers
put their legacy data into one operating
system environment as a prelude to bolting-
on their next-generation infrastructure.
Without the holistic view of temporal and

GeoConnexion (Geo): It was GeoSpock founder
Dr. SteveMarsh’s 2013 breakthrough in
simulating neural networks that paved theway
for this new approach to datamanipulation.
Can you explain how this has been exploited?

Richard Baker (RB): Steve’s pioneeringwork
in simulating human brain function in real-
timewas based on his creation of HiveMind,
a super-compiler for the scalable custom
BlueHive supercomputer hosted by Cambridge
University’s Computer Architecture Group.
The efficient programmingmodel stemming
from this research nowpowers GeoSpock’s
cloud-based tools. These can analyse trillions
of geospatial and temporal data points and
extract and presentmeaningful answers
in sub-second response times. Formany, it
represents the go-to solution for processing
the petabyte-scale data volumes associated
with smart cities and the Internet of Everything
(IoE), including autonomous vehicle fleets.
Aswell as location-tagged data, the toolset
also has application inweathermodelling,
facial recognition, DNA sequencing, and
many other extreme data-intensive tasks.

Geo: YoumentionedGeoSpock’s
cloud-based tools. Can you saywhat
these are andwhat they do?

RB:We currently have three SaaS tools on offer:
infin8: a geo-temporal data indexing

solution that processes and organises
data for sub-second data retrieval.
illumin8: a real-time, interactive data
visualisation and analytics tool
extrapol8: providing general and specialist
spatial analytics capabilities against a
GeoSpock dataset stored in infin8

Geo: Presumably the service offering is
based on providing a high level of support?

RB: Inmany cases, clients don’t justwant
to buy the software to host in their own
cloud environments. They are really looking
for professional services, data science
consulting, help on interpretation, and so
on. To assist them in this, we’ve developed
City as a Platform for smart city applications
and Location Intelligence as a Service for
Enterprise customers. In the Enterprise
sector, we’ve identified three keymarkets –
automotive, retail and telecommunications
-where location intelligence and location
metadata is critical to business success.

Geo:Within automotive, the advent
of autonomous vehicles poses huge
data processing challenges. Does
GeoSpock have a role to play here?

RB: Simultaneouslymanaging amillion
autonomous vehicles driving around a
city of the future is essentially a HiveMind

GeoSpock:
bringing data
up to warp speed!
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geospatial data enabled by this approach,
you really lack the intelligence and analytical
understanding that is needed to address
smart city challenges and opportunities.

Geo: You’ve spent the past two years
getting the business up-and-running. So
howhas it evolved over this period?

RB:At the end of 2017we had a 13-strong
data science and software engineering
team in place and, in early 2018, established
additional teams to handle operations, sales
andmarketing and productmanagement,
bringing our total workforce up to the 45
mark.We launched our suite of products and
solutions in the Spring of last year; opened
our London office in June, and extended our
operations inmainland Europe and the Far East.

Geo: The company has also been busy forging
business partnerships,most recentlywith
GeoWorks, an industry centre established
by the Singapore Land Authority (SLA).
Can you say something about this?

RB:Wewill beworkingwith GeoWorks in its
drive to create a vibrant geospatial ecosystem
for Singapore … one thatwill promote business
growth and innovation. In doing this, we
will utilise the SLA’s OneMap datasets for
geo-temporal visualisation onGeoSpock’s
platform to accelerate business intelligence
and insights. The collaborationwill also
explore the use of our technology as a ‘data
ocean’ formultiple disparate geo-temporal
datasets, aswell as its use as a fast, lightweight
3D data processing solution, not least for an
envisaged Smart City Operating System (OS).

Geo: There ismuch talk of GPU in-memory
databases being amore capable and cost-
effective alternative to CPUs for the next
generation of database and big data analytics

applications.What are your thoughts on this?

RB: It’s true that cloud environments housing
GPU arrays are being positioned for such
purposes.We don’t agreewith this approach
for the simple reason that current GPUs
are limited in terms ofmemory, with the
biggest holding only about five billion rows
of records – not a significant figure by today’s
standards. Beyond this, you end up having to
virtualise the next GPU in an array of database
instances.With such arrays for geospatial
applications typically containing around 20
GPUs, this roughly determines the upper
limit. Sowe’re a longway fromdealingwith
petabyte - let alone exabyte - volumes of data.
For us, it’s rows undermanagement that
poses the bigger challenge in simultaneously
indexing temporal and geospatial data.

Geo: Sowhat is your solution to this?

RB: By paying great attention to howwe
apply our indexingmethodology in spinning
disk environmentswe can extractmuch
greater performance out of commodity-grade
hardware. The result is sub-second response
times on datasets containing trillions of
rows of records and petabytes of data.

Geo:Aswewent to press, we received news
that GeoSpock had secured £10million in a
further Series A+ funding round, bringing
the total raised to date to £19.25million.
Howwill this latest investment be used?

RB: It will be used to support our rapid
international expansion strategy, particularly
in the strategicmarkets of Singapore and
Japan. The investmentwill also allowus
to continue investing in research and
development, particularly in the areas of
machine learning and data science.

Examples of geo-based visualisations from GeoSpock-processed data points include (from top left clockwise):
Tracks, Point Density, Heatmap and Choropleth. Images: GeoSpock
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